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maaya sakamoto also confirmed in an interview that she, along with others from the studio, were
originally against the idea of a sequel, as they believed the concept was "unbelievable" and not in

the spirit of the manga. after maaya and others from the studio got their way, they revealed that the
sequel was planned and would take place the same day as the film, and that it would have a

different ending. after the event ended, the sequel was officially announced, and it was revealed that
the movie's theme was "reflections" and that the sequel would take place the same day as the

movie, with koyomi being left emotionally scarred by the events of the previous day, and would also
end in a sequel to the movie. the sequel was titled maaya sakamoto maaya sakamoto live 2011 in

the silence 2012 bdrip, and was directed by the studio's former staff member, yuka komatsu. it
began airing in japan on the tokyo mx, mbs, and tbs television networks in january 2017. a)uchida
yuuma - uchida yuuma, is a high school student that is the younger brother of maaya sakamoto's
character. he was featured in the kekkai sensen anime, and had a small role in the kekkai sensen:
makai senki anime. yuuma plays the role of a hot-blooded, fun-loving, confident, and somewhat

annoying male high school student. he is a member of saekano's club "moe", and the first male to
make a debut appearance in the series. he is also the mc for the whole series. yuuma also has a bit
of a temper, and is portrayed as a bit of a delinquent, who does not take school seriously, and tends
to have a good time. this trait is seen in various ways in the show, as well as in yuuma's interactions
with koyomi araragi, but also with a few other characters. he is also the younger brother of uchida
maaya, who plays the role of the female character maaya sakamoto. it is shown that yuuma and

maaya are very close, as they often have a lot of cute bromance moments. he is also a fan of koyomi
and is a friend of kanbaru. the two share a close bond, as kanbaru's mother is his godmother.

yuuma's full name is uchida yuuma, but he is called "yuuma" by everyone else. he is one of the most
popular characters in the series and is always seen with his headphones on, despite the fact he is a

student. he is voiced by takayuki inagaki.
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